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In the gcn(.'!ra.l estima:r.:ion prohl~?.rtl there. is a para.meter 

One usually bases his 

variables whose di;3tribution or (listributi.ons arE! corn·· 

pletely specified up to but not including the value of the 

pax .. an~.eter to :t;e es·timc1teCl 0 In the Bayesian decision 

problem the para.mcd:.er is assumed. to b<::1 a random variable 

i tsE!lf with completely specified di~!tribut.ion Q T:Ji th 

certain loss functions,. amol'VJ these the squared error loss 

function, the Bayes solution becomes particularly simple. 

The empiric21..l Ba.yesia.ns t .in particular E. ~"?obbins 

{ 3} do not assume knowlc~dge of the distribution of the 

para.meter but only that it b~longs to somE; ·wid,s cla~;s of 

distribution. They assume further t.hE!.t th:i.s problen has 

!H~esented itself rn.any tinK:s in i.:he past and. t:hat sarnple 

observations from the past are available to th•:::m vihen 

they make thelr prc~r,;ent decision. W.i th the aid of this 

. . 1 ernpirica inform2.tion, the empirical Bayesi2.ns .e.re 

pected loss which would be obtained if the distribution 

of the parameter was knmvn ~ The d:!.:i"':ference between their 

truE:~ <~xpected 10:::1s and the mini:r::rum (Bayes) expected loss 

is called the regret. 

to lose over and abovt:? thQ m:i.nimU.o'Tl. i::.ec:'l.rn:e:c of thEd:r. lack 
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of knmcdedge of the distribution of the para.meter. 

In { l }M. V. Johns Jr. eliminates the kncy1,-.rJ.edge of the 

distribution o:t the observations therehy inventing a 

nonparantt"3tric empirical Bayes a.pproa_ch., He assumes that 

he has a. vector of obst'~rvat:tons T.>?here t1v"! random va:d_ables 

in the vector are independent and identically distributed 

with the sa.ue parameter. He also assumes that these 

random variables a.re all unbiased est.imat.es of the 

parameter. Assuniing that this proLlem has occurred 

many ti.mes in the past he too is able, in a restricted 

sense, to obtain a re,9-ret which converges to zero. 

The b;o sample nonparametric empirical Bayes 

approach was first introduced by Kru.tchkoff in. {2}. There 

the estimate must be made on the basis of an observation 

whose distribution is completely unknowno The observation 

is not necessarily an unbiased estimate of the parameter 

nor is its expectation known {it may not even exist}. 

In order to do this Krutchkof f assumes the existence of 

a secondary observation. This secondary observation ca.n 

not be obtained before the estimate is to be made and 

therefore can not be used in making the estimate. Of 

this secondary or so called detailed random variable he 

assumes only that i.t be an unbiased estimate of the 

parameter. He does, as all empirical Bayesians, assume 



that the problem has occurred of ten and. indepen.d<:':'ntly 

in the past. He also assumes that. o.lthonqh the secondary 

ob~;ervation of the present problem is not available / 

the secondary observat:i .. on.s of the previous problems are 

available. With this empirical information ht~ is able 

to obtain an estimate whose regret converges to zero 

without knowledge of any distributions at all. 

This con.verqence of the regret to zero is called 

asymptotic O}?tima1.i ty of the decision procer1ure ~ !~n 

obvious question one can ask is~ How man.y pa.st occu.rrencos 

of this problem are actually necessa.ry for this conw· 

vergence? Clearly the answer depends on the cUstri.buti.ons 

involved9 

In this paper we do two thinqs~ 

1) We solve a hypothetical problem by me;u1s of the 

two sample nonpara.metric empirical Bayes approach. 

2) We find the regret. as a function of n by assuming 

knowledge of a.11 the distributions. 

A_s a result of our efforts in 2) a modification to 

the two sample nonparametric empirical Bayes decision 

proc12dure suggested. itself. This modification incrc-:;ased 

the rate of convergenCf.'? considerably. 
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II .A. HYPOTHETICZ\L PROBLEM 

Let us consider the following hypothetical situ.ationo 

After several years of testing their atomic bombs. the 

United States and Russia decide to call a moratorium and 

promise (without inspection) to halt all atmospheric tests. 

One day our instruments record an atmospher.ic nuclear 

explosion in Siberiac In order to confront t'he Russian 

delegation on the floor of the United Nations we need to 

know how large the explosion was and if it it.ras in fact a 

nuclear explosion, we need about two weeks in order to 

obtain fallout sai~ples as a function of both time and 

distance from Siberia~ Needless to say, this wlll not 

do in this particular situationo 

In order to obtain an i:rnmediate estima.te of t.he size 

of the nuclear blastf we decide to use the radiation 

increase at our A.laskan test site one hour after Ern:plosion.. 

Clearly this method is not a very good procedure when com-

pared to the two week testso If we assume that in the 

past when a nuclear e~~plosion took place, we took data 

at our Alaskan test site as well as conducting the two 

week tests, then ·we can use the two sample nonpa.rametric 

empirical Bayes approach to estimate the size of the 

bombe 

It should be :remarll:ed that it is not at all appar.erlt 

why the underlying parameter, L.ec the size of the bomb 
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is it.self a randon1 va:riabJ.e 1Ju·t v1e t·irill n.ot labor .. tJ1is 

point here9 

The approach introc1uced by Krutchkoff and summarized 

in Chapter III does not as:1u1ne any particular distributions. 

We will, however 1 in Chapter IV choos~} certai.n reasona.bl.e 

distributions for~ 

a) the size of the borrib 9 

b) the preliminary test :i.n our 2Ua.skan site for a 

given bomb sizev and 

c) the secondary two week test for a given bomb 

size. 

With these &.ssumed distributions we will check the 

rate of convergence of the regret. 
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III OUTLINE: OF I-\RUTCHKOFF 1 S TWO S.:niJ.11PLE NONPARt"'\.METRIC 

EMPIRICAL B.?WF;S .APPROACH~ 

The following is a brief outline of the formalism 

and results of {2} as they pertain to our problem. The 

details of the general formalism and the proofs are 

omitted. Va.rious simplifications of the notation ha.ve 

been made to facilitate ease in reading this sectiono 

In particular we have assumed that the size of the bomb 

is a discrete parameter, the increase in radiation in 

our Alaskan site is a discrete variable and the secondary 

two week test result is a continuous variable. It should 

be noted that although in. {2.} these variables are \ 

general and can be of any form)' we have assumed them of 

this form since this is the form in which they ·will be 

used in Chapter IVQ 

Let 0, with generic element e u be called the para·-

meter space. ( ::i represents the size of the explosion in 

megatons). 

I.et D, with generic el,7.ment d, be called the estimation 

space. (d represents an estimate of the size of the 

explosion in megatons.) 
2 Let L(d,e) = (d ·- e) be the loss function defined 

for all d e D and 0 e e 

This loss function, commonly called the squared 

error loss function, is the one most used in estimation 



problems in both decis:i.on thec.ry and the classical 

estimation procedures. 

Let P ( e) be tht~ a priori probahili ty on the para·-

meter space e, i.e. P(O) is the probability that the 

bomb is of size e before we make any tests or observations 

at alla 

i:11he two sample nonparametric empirical Bayes approach 

does not assume knowledge of P ( e) at all e~wept that 

it belong to the class of probabilities for which 
') ? Ee-= ~e·P(B)<•. 

r~et X be a random variable with C(Jndi tional 

probabilii.:y density function P(xje). x represents a 

preliminary observation (which in our example is the 

increase in radiation at the Alci.ska.n site). In this 

approach P(xje) is assu..med completely unknowno It is 

on this x that we must base our estimate of the size 

of the bomb .. 

Let Y be a random variable with the conditional den~ .. 

sity given e of 1-Cyl e). y is the secondary random variable 

"ft,rhich in our example represents the two week tests. 

Krutchkoff's approach does not assume knowledge of 

f(yje) but only that 

E(Y!e> = /y fCy!e)dy = a for all e e: e 

and 

= /y2 Ef(vje)P(e) dycoo e ~ .. 
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that is to say, the results of the two week test is an 

unbiased estimate of the size of the bomb and the variance 

of the test is finite. 

The approach assumes that information in the form 

of (x, y) are ava:Llabl<~ frm'1 say n--1 previous occurrences 

of the problem and that for this problem 't·.ri::~ only have x. 

Then on the basis of the Alaskan test and past experience 

of Alaskan tests and two week tests, we must estimate e 

with a squared error loss. 

If the rei.ml ts of the i .. ·th occurrence of the problem 

is x. , y. and we set z equal to the vector. of obse~c"'tations 
l. 1 

(xl, Y1 1 x2, Y2•·····xn-l' Yn-1) 

then all our information can be written simply as z, x 

where x is the present X value. 

It has been shown by Krutchkoff in.{2} that the risk 

in this situation is given by 
2 (3.1) R(d) = t{(d(Z,X) - E(ejx)) } + E{Var(elX)}, 

where d(Z~~> is the decision based on the information Z, 

x, anc1 E (e I ::i'.) is the conditional expectation of 6 for 

gi,1en X = x and is given by 

l: eP (x I e) PC e) e -·- ---:r::,---,-~,-----r.~ (x e,P(e) 
e 

Var<elx> is the variance of O given X = x, and is 

given by 

Var ( e Ix> 
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The Bayes risk is then given by 

(3.3) 

and the regret by 

(3~4) r(d) - R(d} 'R -.., ca-" ~ .. h J 

? = E{(d(Z,X) - E(e!x>>-1. 
We now solve the estimation proble:;n in the follmdng 

manner. r..et 

o (:)~ix) = 1 if x. 
l. 

= x 

= 0 if ~i:i :i x 
n-1 

and m = 2: o ( x . , x) e 
i=l 1. 

Now define 

(3" 5) 1 n··--1 
fin = E o (x. ,x)y. m i=l 1 1. 

m>O 

·- 0 m=O. 

~ is called na two sample nonparametric Bmpirical n 

Bayes procedure'). Essentially what ~n says is: 

a) If the increase of radiation at the Alaskan site 

is ~ then look .:;rt. all yo•J.r past occl.rcrences of the problem 

a.nd pull out the data for all those w·i th the same x. 'I'he 

procedure .is then simply to use as your estimate of the 

bomb size 1 the average of ycur estimates obtained from the 

two ~1mek testi; for these occurrences of the problem,, 

b) If x has occurred for the first time then use 

zero as your estimate. (This part is the one which ca.uses 

trouble in the convergence and is the p2trt: ·we alter in 



1 .., 
-L-• 

our work.) 

The regret for any n is then shown to be~ 

(3.6) 
n-1 1 n-1 m+i - -1 == '"',·. ..., ( Y I ) r, ( ) D ( ) ·"· .... { .• . P ( ) } n m _ · ar .. x _, -· m 1 x _L -... x 

x m=l m 

I 2 n~1 +I: { E ( 0 x) } { 1-P ( x) }'" ~p ( x) 
x 

where P (x) is the marginal. probability that X = x ancJ is g:i.ven 

by 

(3.7) P(x) = EP(xle)P{6) 
0 • 

Var{Yjx) is the variance of y given that X = x. It is 

given by 

(3.8} Var(Y ~) = E(Y2 jx) - {E(y!x)} 2 

= ty2 E f(y!B)P(xle)P{8) 
e 

··{f'u:rf(y!e)P(>~le)P(e) 1 dy} 2 
.! e P--C-x> 

It is then proven in {2} that 

lim 
n~eo 

r(~ ) = O, n 

and fefn is then said to be asymptotically optimal. 
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IV THE PAH.AMETHIC ASSUMl?'l'IONS 

The problem is solved by giving the estimate ~11 ~ 

Th.at i.s we have in Pin an asymptotically optimal estimate 

of the bomb size a o We would like. to i:nvestiga.te now 

the rate at.which this convergenc.-e takes place,. In 

order to do this we now imren'!:: some reasonable dis-· 

tr:tbu.ti.ons and. use thei-n to obtain the regret of ' n 
(:t.e. r(~n)) as a. function of n~ 

It ·woti:ld seem reasonable that the two week test 

be fa.irly accurate and to th:i.s end 'tve will assume that 

it is normally distributed with mean e and ,;ariance 1 ~ 

W<~ will assum.e that the pr<:~liminar.;{ test~ the 

in.crec>se in radiation in our Alaska.n sitE'" . .is a discrete 

·;.rarie.ble ·with" as i~:; not. l.mnsul:'l.l i:ri. radiations problems v 

Si:nCE:' 5. t is dotlbtfnl that the horrJ) s:!.ze is rea.lly 

a random variable and since WIS: do not want to aid i.n 

the convergence by assuming a converd .. ent p:d.or dis~· 

tribut.ton, w·e will choose the prior usnal.ly considered 

least informative 1 the uniform c1.ist.ribnt:l.o:n. 

Ottr para"Tletrio assumr,tions can th.erefore l:e 

summarized by: 

a = 1y2 p G o Q O o 20 

(We also used P(9) = 1/10 

hoWG"J"e.r carry tr.1.rough the discussion ~d th the f i:rst P (3 ) 
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and then simply state tho changes n<'.;cessary in order to 

use the second P(e)). 

B) PCx!o> == e-·e 91r 
--v--x. 

and 

In order to find t.he r.eqret. ·we see from equation 

(3.,6) that we will need 

1) P(x), the marginal of x, 

2) E (GI }t) 1 thc8 expected value of e in the posterior 

distribution of e given x, and 

3) 'iJeir {Y. l x) , thEi varlau.L:e of y in the condition.al 

distribution of y givc.~:n 'r. 

(4~1) 

(4. 2) 

By ( 3 .. 7) , A) , and B) w·(~ see that 

By 

l = 20 

{3.2), A) and B) we see 
20 

E(ejx) = t P(xje)P(e) e=l 
·::r(r-·~--·---,.-·~-

t P(xja)P{e) O=l 

20 ·=e x+l 
=: }; e e 

0=1 
2 (}"-·-=;~;·-···-
!: (:::> 0 e=l - .., 

that 

x::: o~._1r2; .. oo•• 

By (3 ~ 8) , A) f B) 3 and. C) above we see tha.t 



( 4. 3) Var CY! x) 

15 

2 20 1 
::::: /y · r f (y ! e) P Cx ! e) P { c) d.y 6=1 :pf~) 

. 20 l ~ 
-'{fy i ! <vi f>)P(xl 0)1?(0}·-·--·--- d'r}~~ · fl==l · · I' {x) .i 

.2 
} 

These formulas do not lead themselves to s5.mple analysis 

and ·we will therefore use computer method.s as described 

:111 Chapter v t.o solve them$ 
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COI''L'PUTAT IONAI.. ME'l'HODS 

The first and simplest step wa.s computin•::r 
1 20 

P (x) = 20 r 
0=1 

In or.Cler to a.void ove'l".'flowing rh~ m?.chine on 

t . ' . t ...::! t' t 0 x . "l t compu 111g x. we compu ei~\ ne erm v success1.ve.1.y DY 
. . ~~T 

0 ~$ 

storing !_ __ = 1 and then multi plying by 0 /x successively 
O! 

for x = 1? 2 # 3 r e ••• 0 up to a.s many a.s we needed which 

was only 43. This had to be done for each of the 

twenty values of e. 
43 
I: P(x} = l to eight decimal places. It was felt x=O 

th.at this was sufficient accuracy. 

The second step was to compute 

E(ejx) = ~o -e x+l 
0=1 e e 
:rcr-~----··-- .. ·--··-· 
E ... e x e=l e e 

It turned out that it was easier to us·~ the values 

obtained for P (x) and the procedt.u:e d.evcloped there to 

obtain 

E(ejx) l 20 -e = -· -·--- ! ~3 
20P. b~) 9=1 x = o .. lr ••••• 43. 

Actually these computations were done in two steps. 

First we found 
1 ~o x 

P < e Ix) = 20P.(xf '~·-x !--
and then 
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E(olx> - r BP(olx> 

6=1 

17 

X ·- OJ/lf';o.,1.1oei43 • 

The most diffienlt pa.rt indec"d wa.s the computation 

of ·var(y!x). From equation (4"3) -,1,1e sc~e that 

"7-- (V j v) I, <J.r -· ~,, 

20 
- Jy2 E l t(y!o)P(x!B)P(B)dy 

e=1 f.:;rx-r·· 
20 l ~ ·--{Jy E ___ _, ___ . :fCyle)P(xjE1)P(e)dy}'"' e=1 P(x} 

In order to avoid large numbers and because the 

Var (YI x) term only occurs ·wh2re :i. t :ts muH:ipl..ied by 
'") 

P~(x} we decided to calculate 
20 

Var(Ylx>P 2 (x) = P(x)Jy2 r f(y!e)PCx!e>P(a)dy 
e=l 

20 ? 
~{/yE f(y!e)PCxla)P(e)dy}-e=l 

""' P(2d l 
20 1r-:r7r-

Thi!=-'! next step :ts to intercha.nqe thr,:; ordF!r of 

surru1.tation and integration giv:i.nq 

( 5 .1) I 2 
";'<-~. ,,. p P' .tc:.r Cc x)_. (x) ~-----..;~·1·-

.>"'\ 1 2 
.<C •m='>(v·-0) .fy e - ., dy 

~r~ .,.. 

W(2 no·w perform the integ-ration by thi:::i rectangula.r 

method. Py well knm.1m propc:ctieE; of the no:rr;;.a.l dist:.d .. but:Lon 

we see that the integration nee~ be done only fer 

8-5 <y<9+5. 
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We decided to use widths of 0.1 for our rectangles since 

a preliminary calculation indicated that this would be 

sufficient for our purposeso The y ordinate was chosen 

at the center of the rectangle leading to the formula 

(5. 2) Var (YI Jc) P2 (x) 

P(x) 20 e-eex 
=---I: --,-"' i-···-- e-1 x. ~1'2'1T ·-. 

1=a+s+.os y2 e-~(y-9)2 
y=e·-5+. os 

l 20 ~e x v=e+s+.os · ·~~(y~e) 2 2 
·~ ·-r;;~- { E e e I ye · } 

4 \2'1T I S=l . xf·- y=6-5+. 05 

These va1ues could now be computed for x = 0,1, ••• ~.43. 

We then had left the rest of the binomial terms, in 

particular 

(5 ~ 3) 
n·-1 

= I: 
m=l 

The only problem here was the factorial terms which 

we obtained as before by computing the ratios sequentiallya 

The exact procedure can be found in the appendix. 

With all these computations made,· we could obtai:n 

the regret in using f4n by 

(5.4) 43 I 2 = ~ Var(Y x}P (x)Bn(x) x=O 
43. 2 n 1 + ~ {E(e!x)} {l - P(x}} - P(x). 
x=O 
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VI PP.ELIMIN.A.'RY :RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

•rable I gives the results of the computations 

given thus far. The column marked ·F.T. is the first 

term of equation (3.6) i.e. 

F.T. =I: Var(Ylx>~~·l m1 cn;1 )P(x}m+l{l ·· P(x)}n-·m-l, 
x m=l 

and is the contribution when the present x has been 

observed before. 

The column marked S. 'I'. is the second term of 

equation (3.6) i.e. 

S.T. = ~· {E(e!x)} 2{1 - P(x)}n-lP(x), 
x 

and is the contribution to the regret when x has not 

been observed before. 

R. (dB) is the minimum Bayes risk and is computed by 

(6.1) R(dB) = ~{Var(ejx)} 

. 1 20 2 -e ex 1 · I 2 
= i { 2 o ~=1 e e XT P (x) ··- { E < e x > } } P < x > 

1 20 2 -e x 2 = t {-·- I: e e o: } ·- I: {E ( e Ix) } P (x) • 
x 20 0=1 x! x 

Table I 
------·· ------· ----·--· ---

n F.T. S.T. r(J6n> R(d.B) ---- ·--
10 0.005 98.495 98.501 6.833 

50 0.008 29.451 29.459 6.833 

100 0.004 11.485 11.489 6.833 

200 0.001 4.675 4 .. 676 6.833 

300 o.ooo 2.B90 2.B90 6 _:(333 
' --- ·---.. --·.----.--..,..--.. ----·------··--_,,,,.....,. 
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It is clear from Table J that th.e first tr::;rr11 or 

\·1hat one does when x has been obsi::--:-~:ved in the past con·-

ver~:ri2s rapidly. '1.'hc s0cond b~rm ( hmqcv-er r. what to <5.o 

~dhen :x occurs for the first time, conve:rgE:s very slo\,!Jy. 

In order to see if the number of G ~ra.luc:!S wonld makr::'! a 

great difference in this result, we decided to use 

P{e) = 1/10 

Th(:! computations are simila.r for this prior except 

that we needed only x ~ O, 1, 2, ••••• 31 rather than 

'I'o.ble II shows the re~mlts using this new prior 

distribution with. only 10 values of e. 

n 

10 

50 

100 

200 

300 

Table II 

F.T. 

0~013 19(;857 

Oo008 3~901 

0.002 1.669 

0.000 0.754 

o.ooo 0.481) 

19.870 

3.909 

1.671 

0$755 

0.480 

r;1 ( "'E) ... u 

2.891 

2.891 

2Q891 

•) r>() "I 
~~_, "' (._j _-, J_ 

2.891 

The first term converged rapidly again as expected. 

The second term converged somet1hat more rapidly than 

before~ '!:'his is deceiving however since the nd..ni.r1mrn 

risk also became smaller. 2\s a matter of fact, th0: 

increase in rate of convergence is very small indeed 
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considering that we h.:i.lved the possible number of values 

for eo 
It became apparent that it wa.s the decision function 

which had to be altered in order to increase the rate of 

convergence. The part when x occurred m.ore than once 

was fine, we had to change what to do when x occurred 

for the first time. 

Several procedures suggest themselves. Of these 

we enumerate~ 

1) use as our estimate the average of the previous 

y valu.esv 

2) guess at a value using your. intt1i tion, 

3) choose the midrange of 0 values. 

The first suqgestion is very likely the best.. It 

does however require involved mathematical calculations. 

The second suggesti1.::m at first seems arbitrary but 

it is no more arbitrary than always choosing zero as our 

estimate which is what is done in f§n. A.t least your 

guess would be in the range of 0 values whereas zero 

is not .. 

The third suggestion seemed more appropriate for 

our problem. The numerical changes involved are very 

few and simple to calculate. Using this, the n.ew decision 

function or estimate became 



(6.2) 

(6. 3) 
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if m>O 

-· mid range of o if rn=O. 

The new regret is 

+ r. {mic1. rang-e of 0 .. , E(e!x> }2P(x) {l-P(x)f1-l 
x 

The f :lrst term remains the same and the new second 

terin is very simple to calculate. 

For P(e) = 1./20 

The mid range of 0 = 10.5 

f.or P(e) = 1/10 

* 'l'he results for a are recorded in. Table Ia a.nd I Ia o "n 

Table Ia 

. ~ ... .....------7t ____________ . __ P: __ _ 

S.T. r(J ) R(d~) 
' 11 

n F.T. 
--· -· ---· --..,;......-· -·~-----·~"'---' ., _____ ,·----~--~--·--· .. ·-..----~---'---·· ......... 

10 0.005 17"161 17.167 6.833 

50 0.008 5.022 5.029 6.833 

100 0.004 2$027 20031 60833 

200 0.001 0.878 Oo879 6.833 

300 o .. ooo 0.556 0.556 6.833 

···-· -··--··-·__....-. --.,,..,._;,,.; __ ......... ____ 



Table tia 
---·-·-*--..-----·-----·---"--... ---

n F.T. S.T. ·-------· ...... ___ . .,., ____________ , _______ ,.....__. __ ·---···--~---
10 0.013 20480 2.493 2.891 

50 0.008 0.559 Oo567 2.891 

100 0.002 0.265 0.267 2 .. 891 

200 0.000 0.126 0.127 2.891 

300 0.000 0.082 OoOB2 2.891 
"--~ .,_._..,_,-... --· ----· .. -·~- ... ·--·---·~# ... __...v__,.~,.~-:,,_,_ 

From these tables we see that w'ithout reducing the 

number of val11es of e (or the minimum risk} we can 

increase the rate at which the second term converges. 
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VII CONCLUSIONS 

We found a two sample nonparametric empirical 

Bayes estimate of the bom.b size in our hypothetical· 

example.- We investigated the rate of convergence 

of the risk when usin9 this estimate~ by assuming 

certain reasonable par.ametr:lc distr.ibutions. The 

convergence was much slower than desirable. 

In order to incree.se the rate cf convergence, we 

altered the estimate in that we used the mid range 

of the possible pare<.meter values as an estimate of 

the parameter when we had insuf f icien.t information 

for a sensible estimate by the first procedure. The 

rate of convergence was increasea by t.h:ls m<~thod o It 

\1'ould seem reasonal:le however. tha.t other alterations 

of the procedure could increase this ra.te still 

further ft 
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APPEi\JDIX 1 

717540005 A ~~NG 3-19-65 R~GR~T ANALYS1S 

:id BJOG 

JiIBFTC Dl 

C THESIS EMPERICAL SAVES DECISION THEORY 

DH'if::J.JSIOi'~ A(44l ,3(20) ,C.(290) ,P/~(1b(L13,2u) ,PX(43), 

1DCATUR(43J,EBGA(43l ,PBGA(2Q,43),SMARK(43) ,AJOINT(43,20l 

904 f-<E!~D ( 5 '9CJ5) i'-il' i·l2' i"i3' PB I rn' Po' AV Eb 

905 FORMAT!lX, 313, F4.3, F3.2, F4.ll 

vi F\ I T E ( 6 , 3 3 l 

3 3 F O!-z f1\.L. T ( l x ' 3 H x + l ' 4 x 1 l Hp ",H(- 2 -><-v ( y / x ) ' 6 x 8 H b l 1~ c ;vi l..0, L ' 

l 7X8HPl-<ODUCTS l 

HlPl=Ml+l 

6(1)=1. 

DO 20 1=3,MlPl 

2J f\( I l=A( I-1)+1. 

DO 21 J=2,M2 

21 B(J)=B(J-1)+1. 

idll=O. 

14 PAGB(l,J)=8(J)*EXP(-6(J) l 

DO 5 ,J= 1, :''12 
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CO 6 1=2,Ml 

6 PAGb ( I , J) = PAGb ( I-1, J) -:,c 6 ( J l I A ( I+ 1 l 

5 COi'~ TI nut: 

C FIND EBGAIIl 

DO 15 I=l,Ml 

SUM=O. 

DO 16 J=l ,fv12 

16 SUM=SUM+PAGB(I,Jl 

DO 17 J=l,M2 

1 7 P BGA ( J, I l = PAGb I I , J) I SUM 

DEL=O• 

DO 18 J=l,H2 

18 DEL=DEL+B(Jl*PBGA(J,Il 

EBGA I I l =DEL 

J.5 CONT I l\JUE 

DO 9 I= 1, lv11 

SUlv'i=O. 

DO 10 J=l;M2 

10 SUM=SUM+PAGB(I,JJ 

9 PX (I) =SUfvi·X·PB 

C(ll=-4. 

DO 22 K=2,M3 

22 C(KJ=CIK-1)+.l 

DO 3 I=l,Ml 

\.v=O • 



Z=O. 

DO 2 K=l,iv13 

T=O. 

DO 1 J=l,M2 
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1 T=T+l./SQRT(6.28318)?<-EXP(-( (C!Kl-B!J) )?H<2/2•l) 

l*PAGG(I,JJ*PBINT 

V=C(l<.)~q 

W=W+V*CIKl*PX(l l 

Z=Z+V 

2 CONT I i\JUE 

DELFI f\J=\/J-Z?H<-2 

3 DCATUR(Il=PX1Il**2*DELFIN 

2CO READ(S,500) N 

500 FORMATllX, 13) 

DO 300 I=l,Ml 

L!LIM1=i\!-l 

LI LI N=N-2 

fl, LL EN= I_ I L I .l'.\f\! 

SMAR f( ( I ) = AL L EN -J< ( 1 • - P X ( I ) ) -JH< L I L I i\J 

DO 100 L=2,LILIAN 

LILIAN=LILIA~*l~-L)/L 

XC=LI LI 11.f\l 

XL=L 

XD=XC/XL 

SMARK(ll=SMARK! l)+XD*PX(ll**IL-l)*(l.-PX(Ill**(N-L-1) 
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1 CJ CO~H I i'-liJC. 

C ( I ) :::: DC AT U i~ ( I ) -;;-Sf!;~ l:Z I( ( I J 

\if:~ I T E ( 6 , 7 ) I , D c.q U 1~~ ( I l , S fii P-. R i< ( I ) , C ( I l 

7 FORMAT11X,I3,3Fl5.Bl 

3 C: J C CJ i'H I i\J U E 

DO 4 I=l,Ml 

Lf ,'!.LAN=.4U-\N+C ( I) 

WRIT~(6,55) ALA~ 

55 FORMATllX,9HlST TERM=Fl2.8) 

D/-d\LIN=O~ 

DO 19 I= 1 d·H 

1 9 D /\}~ LI N = D /~ !\l LI N + ( .i'.\ V E t3 - E b G J\ ( I ) ) -H- 2 -;<- I) X ( I ) -~- ( l • - f) X ( I ) ) 0Hc ( f\! - l ) 

23 FORMAT!lX,9H2ND T~RM=Fl2.8l 

WRITE16,24) N,REGRET 

24 FORMAT(lX!9HREGRETIN=I3,2~iJ=Fl2.8//) 

IFIN-300)200,444,444 

C F I ~; D i· l I i'i l [11 U ;vi ::3 /\YES l:.Z I SK 

444 DO 134 l=l,Ml 

135 AYJINT(l,J)=P/~.Go(I,J)~<-Po 

13·+ CONT I l'WE 

SUE=O. 



DO 37 J=l,H2 

37 SUc=SUE+ ( b ( j )-C.bGA (I)) -;H<-2-l<-AJO I rH (I' j) 

36 CONT I i\JUE 

\.'! R I TE ( 6 d 8 J SUE 

38 FORMATl1X,13HMINIMUM RISK=Fl2.81 

IRENE=IRENE+l 

907 STOP 

END 

'.£ENTRY Dl 

43 20290.005.0510.5 

10 

50 

100 

200 

300 

31 10190.010.10 5.5 

10 

50 

100 

200 

300 

:iiIBSYS 
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APPENDIX 2 

:bJOB 

'.11!3JOB 

SIBFTC Dl 

717540005 A WANG 4-26-65 REGRET ANALYSIS 

NODE Ci< 

EXT tRN,l\L i'lOLMUl\I 

D l M E 1\1 S I 0 ~I A ( 4 4 l , b ( 2 0 ) , P A G l3 ( 4 3 , 2 0 ) , P X ( 4 3 ) , 

lPBGA(20,43),EbGA(43l 

~V R I T E ( 6 , 3 3 3 ) 

333 FORMAT!2X,17HN 

LI LI Ai'~= 1 

111 READ(5,l) PB,Ml,M2 

1 FORMAT(lX,F5.2,2I3l 

MlPl=Ml+l 

.6-(2)=1· 

B(l)=l. 

DO 3 1=3,MlPl 

3 A(ll=A(I-1)+1. 

DO 4 J=2,iv12 

4 B(Jl=BIJ-1)+1 • 

. 6-(ll=O· 

DO 5 J=l,M2 

SECOND TERM) 

5 PAGB(l,Jl=B(Jl*EXP(-B(J)) 

DO 6 I=2,Ml 

6 P . .'.\.GS( I d)=PAGB( I-1,JP·c(J)/A( I+l) 



7 CONTINUE 

DO 11 I=l,Ml 

SUM=o~ 

DO 8 J=l,M2 

8 SUM=SUM+PAGB(I,JI 

PXIIl=SUM*PB 

DO 9 J=l,M2 

34 

9 PBGA(J,Il=PAGB(I,Jl/SUM 

DTUR=O. 

DO 10 J=l,M2 

10 DTUR=DTUR+B(J)*PBGA(J,I) 

EBGAIIl=DTUR 

11 CONTINUE 

222 READ(5,12J N 

12 FORMATllX,131 

SECOND=O. 

DO 13 I=l,Ml 

13 SECOND=SECOND+I IEBGAII l 1**21*11.-PXII l l**IN-ll*PX( IJ 

WRITEl6,14l N,SECOND 

14 FORMATl1X,I3,Fl5.8) 

READ (5,114) FIRST 

114 FORMATl1X,Fl2.8) 

RABBIT=FIRST+SECOND 

WRITE(6,15) N,RABBIT 

15 FORMATl1X,9HREGRETIN=I3,2Hl=Fl2.8//I 
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IF IN-3001 222,20,20 

20 LILIAN=LILIAN+l 

IF ILILIAN-21 111,111,21 

21 STOP 

:SENTRY Dl 

.05.43 20 

l (J 

5 "' v 

100 

200 

300 

.00519065 

.00769250 

.0042B472 

.~);J()51099 

.00005007 

.10 31 10 

10 

.0134.3349 

5 Ci 

.00819894 

.00186210 

200 





.ABS'I'HPiCT 

In thin thesis we consider the following. We 

choose the random variable e 1 which b.as some fixed 

but tmkno\'m distribution with a finite second moment. 

We obser-t1e the value x r of a preliminary random. variable 

X, which has an unknown distribution which is conditional 

on e o Using x and our paat E:xperience w.s are asked 

to estimate the value of e with a squared error loss 

function. .After we have ma.de our dE\Cisio:n we are given 

the value, y, of a detailed random variable Yp which 

has an unknown distribution ccmditional on e o Th.e 

random variable X and Y a.rE! ass urned indepemdent given 

a particular e. Our past experience is made up of the 

values of preliminary a.n<l detailed random variables from 

previous df-3cision problems which are independent of but 

similar to the present one. 

With the risk defined in the usual way the Bayes 

decision function. is the expected value of G given that 

X = x. Since the distr:lbutions are unknown v the use of 

the two sample ncnpa.rametric empirical Bayes di.:1cision 

function is proposed. With the regret defined in the usual 

l,rJay it can he shown that the two sample nonparametric 

empirical BayGs decision function is asymptotically 

optimal, i..e. for a large number of past decision problernsr 

the regret in using the two sample nonparamE:~tric empirical 



Bayes decision function tends to zero. ana it is the 

main purposE~ of this thesh: to verify this property 

by w::iinq a hypothetical n-un1J0rica:L exo.mple" 
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